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This invention relates to staples and particu 
larly to the type of staple employed for securing 
a Wire, and particularly an electric conductor, 
to a support; and has to do with a construction 
of Staple and a method of making the staple, so 
that the staple can be driven into hard materials 
Without bending or spreading of the legs. 
The staple with which the present invention 

is particularly concerned is made of wire, usually 
flattened so that the wire is wider than it is thick, 
and having two spaced parallel legs pointed at 
their similar ends and integrally connected at 
their other ends by a connecting member or so 
Called bridge. The bridge of the ordinary staple 
is arched so that the middle thereof upstands 
above the ends of the staple legs, although the 
height of the arch may be different for different 
staples. 
Such a staple is insulated by an insulating strip 

or saddle which is located between the upper 
parts of the legs under the bridge and is formed 
to provide an insulating channel for an electric 
Conductor. 
In at least one make of staple, an attempt is 

made to bend the staple wire to have the bridge 
flat or at right angles with the legs but the bridge, 
nevertheless, is slightly arched or is higher in the 
middle than at the ends. 

It is quite difficult to drive this arched type 
of Staple into a hard Support, as into a hard 
board, especially by an inexperienced person, 
Without bending the staple legs in the plane oc 
cupied by the legs. This bending action of the 
usual stage construction as above described when 
driven by the usual hammer into a sufficiently 
hard material is inevitable. 
The hammer strikes the bridge of the staple. 

Since the bridge is arched the hammer head 
strikes the middle of the bridge. The blow of 
the hammer thus has a relatively large com 
ponent acting at right angles to the legs and a 
relatively small copponent acting in the direc 
tion of the legs. When the wire of which the 
staple is made is sufficiently resistant and the re 
sistance of the material to penetration by the 
legs is sufficiently small the staple can be driven 
home without, bending. When, however, the re 
sistance of the laterial to penetration is suffi 
ciently high and the staple wire is of relatively 
small gauge, as is particularly the case with in 
sulated or saddle staples, the bridge flattens and 
hence spreads apart the upper ends of the legs 
of the Staple. On following blows the upper part 
of One leg of the staple is bent in Wardly and the 
other leg of the staple is pushed outwardly by 
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the thrust of the bridge and also has its upper 
end part bent inwardly so that the staple is de 
formed and cannot be driven further, will not 
hold a wire securely and looks unsightly. 
An attempt has been made to prevent such 

bending action of the staple and thus to improve 
its driving ability by lowering or indenting the 
middle part of the staple so that the bridge has 
a central indented or depressed part between 
two elevated bent parts located between the legs 
of the staple. Such a staple under some condi 
tions has a somewhat better driving quality than 
the regular staple but is greatly inferior in its 
driving quality to the staple that is the subject 
of the present invention. It does not appear that 
Such a staple is on the market at the present 
time, 
To produce a staple that will not bend When 

driven into a hard or resistant surface, I have 
discovered that it is not sufficient merely to de 
press the middle part of the bridge of the staple. 
I have discovered that the striking point or head 
of the staple, that is, the point hit by the ham 
mer, must be so close to the line of the leg of 
the staple that the leg will not bend under the 
hammer blow. For best results, this striking 
point should be in the axial line of the leg. I 
have produced such staples which have excell 
lent driving qualities. It is not essential, how 
ever that the striking point be precisely in the 
axial line of the leg, and, where the staple wire 
is sufficiently stiff, the striking point can be 
somewhat at one side of the axial line. The 
striking point, however, should be as close in 
line with the leg as it is practicable to make it. 
A staple so constructed constitutes an object of 
the present invention. 

I have found further that the best results are 
obtained when the bridge is in the form of an 
inverted arch which extends between the legs 
in a continuous curve of one character and 
where the ends of the arch join the material 
of the legs abruptly. I have further found that 
the point of connection between the inverted 
arch and the leg of the staple on the under side 
of the arch, for best results, should be abrupt 
and should not be a curve of large radius as one 
approximating the thickness of the wire. Such 
a staple constitutes an object of the present in 
vention. 

I have also found that the driving quality of 
the staple is improved if instead of merely bend 
ing the staple wire to form the inverted bridge 
the material of the bridge at least, in part is com 
pacted by impact of the forming die, thereby 
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making the bridge more resistant to bending 
than it would otherwise be. This construction 
is also an object of the present invention. 
A further object of the invention is ain in 

ploved method of making the Staple. 
Another object is generally to improve the re 

sistance of the staple to bending when subjected 
to driving inpacts. 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of one form of 
Staple embodying the present invention. 

Fig. 2 is a front elevation of the staple of Fig. 
having an insulating Saddle thereon. 

Fig. 3 is a sectional view taken along line 
3-3 of Fig. 2, and illustrating the shape of the 
Staple making wire. 

Fig. 4 is an enlarged front view of the bridge 
end of the staple of Figs. and 2. 

Fig. 5 is an enlarged view of the Staple form 
ing dies in position to form a staple. 

Fig. 6 is a view of the dies of Eig. 5 with the 
Staple formed but prior to the bridge shaping 
proceSS. 

Fig. 7 is a view showing the completion of the 
bridge shaping process. 

Fig. 8 is an enlarged detail of the upper end 
of a staple made in accordance with a somewhat 
different method. 

Fig. 9 is an enlarged detail of the upper end 
of the Staple showing upright and inverted 
bridges having the same length. 

Figs. 10 and 11 are views similar to Figs. 6 aid 
7, showing the formation of the stagle of Fig. 3. 

Fig. 12 is a view of a modified form of dies for 
making a staple in accordance with the present, 
invention. 
The staple with which the present invention 

is particularly concerned, and one form of which 
is illustrated in Figs. I through 4, comprises the 
parallel legs 20 and 22, the lower ends of which 
are cut diagonally from a length of staple making 
Wire to provide oppositely inclined faces 24 and 
pointed ends 26. The upper parts of the legs are 
integrally connected by a bridge 28. The stage 
is made fron initially round wire which has seen 
flattened to provide the opposite flat sides 39 and 
the rounded edges 33, as illustrated in Fig. 3. 
The staple is formed by bending the wire across 
the fiat faces 3G so that the staple ieg is wider 
transversely of the plane of the legs than the 
leg is thick. 
When the staple is used for securing an elec 

tric conductor to a support, as to a wood board, 
the staple is provided with a saddle 34 comprised 
of a strip of insulating material, as fire, thro5h. 
parts of which the legs of the staple pass, with : lic : as 
the bridge overlying the saddle, the saddle hay 
ing a channel 36 which receives the conductor, 
the Walls of the channel providing insulation 
between the conductor and the legs of the staple 
and the bridge, a Staple for use with such insul 
lating Saddle constituting an important feature 
of this invention. 
The staple embodying the present invertion 

can be made by the dies illustrated diagrarin mat 
ically in Fig. 5. The initially straight staple mak 
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ing wire 38 rests upon the top face of a stationary 
anvil 9, which face for making the common 
Staple is fat. Said anvil is located between a 
pair of Side wipers or forming dies 42. These 
dies are moved downwardly and bend the wire 
about the anvil causing the bridge forming part 
of the wire overlying the top face of the arivil 
to arch upwardly, as indicated at 44, Fig. 6. A 
hanner or striking member 45 is located between 
the forming dies 42 and at the lower part of the 5 
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stroke of the forming dies the hanner is forced 
downwardly onto the bridge. 

In the manufacture of my is proved Staple, i. 
the form illustrated in Fig. 4, the anvil 40 is givan 
a concave upper face 38 which preferably extendi; 
entirely to the side faces of the anvil. The lower 
face of the hammer 46 is made convex, as at 33. 
With this construction, the hammer 45 depresse?; 
the arched bridge 44 of the staple into the concave 
face 3 of the anvil and thus depresses the 
bridge or inverts the arch in the manner illus 
trated in Figs. 4 and 7, the length of the chord 
of the concave arch of the upper face of the bridge 
being approximately equal or not materially less 
than the distance between the confronting faces 
of the legs. This construction provides the staple 
With a pair of striking points ci' heads 32 iocated 
close to the line of the staple legs. All parts of 
the bridge between these striking points are belo'; 
a plane perpendicular to the legs and passing 
through the points so that the head of the han 
ner C3 in engage Only the points and lict, the 
bridge. The points are so close to the line of the 
staple legs that the Staple can be driven into 
hard Wood Cr the equivalent without the bend 
ing of the legs. Fach striking point, may be 
Struck in-dependently of the other without bend 
ing either leg. The striking points 32 can be po 
Sitioned in mediately above the legs, as indicated 
by the Striking points 54 of the staple of Fig. 8, 
by a proper selection of the radius of the curve 

of the striking face of the hanmer 4 and 
by the length of material in the bridge $$, Sig. 6, 
prior to the shaping of the bridge by the hanner. 
Ordinarily, however, it is not necessary to posi 
tion the striking points entirely within th9 Ouit. 
lines of the legs. 

in forming my improved staple, the curve 
of the Striking face 50 of the hammer 46 
is Inoire important than the curve of the top 
face 48 of the anvil. he curve of the face 5) 
in large part determines the positions of the 
striking points S2 with respect to the legs of the 
Staple, While the concave face 48 of the anvil 
mainly provides a Space into which the material 
of the bridge can be depressed. The amount 
of depression of the middle part of the bridge 
below the plane including the striking points 52 
is not particularly important, providing the sta 
ple is properly made in the first instance, so long 
as the body of the bridge remains below this 
plane during the driving of the staple and the 
consequent possible small deformation of the 
Surfaces of the Striking points under the ham 
ner blows. It is important that, the bend 56 
hetween the staple leg and the bridge be as 
Sharp as it is practicable to obtain as this per 
nits the striking points to be set back within or 
Close to the outline of the legs, in forming dies 
as illusti’ated in Figs. 5 and 6, by a simple bend 
ing of the material of the bridge without impact 
ing the material, although I have found it fre 
quently desirable to impact the bridge material 
to make the material denser and the bridge stiff 
er than in the Ordinary staple as it is customar 
ily made. The sharp bend 56 requires the anvil 
to have sharp edges 58, Fig. 5, which is desirable 
in the Fig. 5 dies in that the edges engage the 
initially upwardly arched bridge and hold the 
staple from moving downwardly with the side 
Wipers during the time that the bridge is being 
inverted and shaped by the hammer 46. 
The amount of arch in the bridge after the 

Staple legs have been bent and before the bridge 
has been inverted by the hammer 46 control the 
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amount that the arch of the bridge can be in 
verted or depressed without stretching the bridge 
material. Fig. 9 illustrates this situation. Where 
the arch 60, illustrated in dotted lines, repre 
sents the bridge prior to its in Version into the 
form embodying the present invention and illus 
trated at 62. In both cases the medial length 
of the bridge is the same. The striking points 
of the staple are at 64 in line with the inner face 
of the leg and the staple can be driven into very 
hard materials without the bending of the legs. 
The inverted bridge 62 thus is formed Without 
any stretching of the bridge material other than 
that which takes place at the outer face por 
tions of the curves. It is understood that if the 
depression is too great the bridge material Will 
stretch and the striking points Will be pulled 
inWardly of the legs so that the resistance of the 
staple to bending is reduced, 
By a proper shaping of the striking face of 

the anvil, the material can be sWedged into the 
dotted positions indicated at 66 to set the strik 
ing points 68 back within the outline of the 
staple legs and into the axial line thereof. 
The staple of the present invention also can 2 

be made between a hanner having a curved 
striking face and an anvil having a flat top face, 
in dies Where the staple is held for moving 
longitudinally thereof during the bridge forming 
Operation. 

Figs. 10 and 11 illustrate the staple forming 
Operation in such dies. In these dies, the anVil 

is stationary as before and is provided With 
a flat top face 72. The leg forming dies or side 
wiper's 4 move downwardly on opposite sides : 
of the anvil to bend the legs and form the arched 
bridge as before. When, however, the Staple legs 
have been completely formed and the dies 
overlie approximately the entire length of the 
leg, the dies are then caused to be stationary 
and are moved inwardly and clamped against 
the staple, thereby holding the staple against 
movement longitudinally thereof during the 
bridge shaping operation. This can be done in a 
side action press or in any convenient manner 
not necessary to illustrate herein. 
After the staple is claimped stationary the 

striker or hammer S with the curved striking 
face 78 is brought into engagement With the 
arched bridge of the staple and forces it down 
Wardly towards the anvil Lantil the inner face 
of the middle part of the bridge engages the top 
plate face of the anvil. This action causes the 
arch of the bridge to flatten and ultirately, to 
assume the configuration of the striking face 8 
of the hammer, as illustrated at 8, the under 
surface of the bridge also aSSulling a COrrespOnd 
ingly curved shape. Since the staple is held from 
longitudinal movement during the bridge form 
ing operation and since the length of the arch 
is greater than the direct distance between the 
confronting faces of the legs the end Wise thrust 
of the bridge on the ends thereof as the bridge 
is being straightened causes the bend 82 between 
the bridge and the end of the arch first to 
straighten and then to bend at a sharp angle, as 
illustrated at 84, Fig. 11, the outer curve 85 be 
ing also made sharper as at 88. The excess 
length of the bridge causes the bridge to reshape 
itself endwise to provide a sharp radius of bend 
at 88 and striking points or heads 90 Which are 
within or close to the outline of the leg. By 
varying the amount of material in the arch prior 
to the inversion of the arch, the position Of the 
striking points 90 may be controlled and located 
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where desired. It is possible to fold the bridge 
flat against the inner face of the staple leg by 
having a sufficiently high arch prior to the bridge 
shaping action. 

In forming the usual staple, there is a tendency 
sometimes for the pointed ends of the legs to di 
verge after the staple is removed from between 
the dies and to prevent this divergence and to 
insure parallel legs the staple Wire is bent abrupt 
ly over the anvil by having but little relief at the 
confronting corners of the forming members 42. 
With the present construction of staple, due to 
the inversion of the bridge, the ends of the 
bridge tend to be forced apart or outwardly and 
hence tend to swing the pointed ends of the legs 
inwardly or toward each other and against the 
anvil. Thus, the legs are brought into paral 
elism without difficulty and without having to 
bend the wire sharply over the anvil. The con 
fronting corners of the side WiperS or forming 
members 42 can thus have great relief as indi 
cated at 92, Fig. 5, so that the bottoms of the 
Wipers first engage the simple Wire remote from 
the anvil, and thus cause the Wire to bend over 
the anvil to form a high bridge. 

Fig. 5 also represents, at the right in the fig 
tle, coacting shear elements for cutting a staple 
length of Wire from a longer wire, and simulta 
neously forming beveled or tapered driving points 
on both severed ends. The dotted line represents 
the rear edge of the shear element on the form 
ing member 42 for coacting with the relatively 
Stationary shear element shown below the wire 
at the right in Fig. 2. 
While I prefer to form my staple over an an 

Will having a Concave face that merges with the 
flat opposite faces, as in Fig. 5, or where the anvil 
has a fat upper face, as in Fig. 10, the upper 
face of the anvil can be otherwise constructed, as 
for instance, in Fig. 12. In this figure, the anvil 
94 has thin Upstanding ribs 96 that are on oppo 
Site sides of an inverted channel 98 in which a 
part of the bridge material is depressed. This 
anvil produces a satisfactory staple, especially 
where the staple has a high arch prior to the 
inversion and the legs of the staple are camped 
against the anvil So that the staple does not 
nove downwardly when the bridge is shaped. 
The hammer f) in this instance can be in the 
form of a relatively thin bar having a slightly 
rounded lower face So as not to cut the bridge 
Illaterial. The hammer moves downwardly 
against the arched bridge and forces the ends of 
the bridge outwardly and upwardly so as to pro 
duce a sharp bend at the junction between the 
bridge and the leg with elevated striking points 
that are close to or entirely within the outline 
of the leg. The bridge bends up over the rib 
35 of the anvil so that the rib, with proper di 
inensions thereof, does not receive any particular 
pressure thereon but merely serves to locate the 
arch of the staple at the time the staple is 
Clamped against the anvil. There is no partic 
llar advantage to be employed in using this type 
of anvil over the flat faced anvil of Fig. 10 or 
ite concave-faced anvil of Fig. 6, and the con 
Struction as illustrated is shown to illustrate that 
a considerable variation of anvil and hammer 
configuration can be employed to produce a 
highly Satisfactory staple. 

roin the above description it is apparent that 
the Staple of the present invention has tWO 
Striking points or heads; that the bridge is de 
pressed below these points; and that the strik 
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ing points are so close to the legs of the staple 
that, the typer part of the staple leg will not bend 
or furi o When the adjacent striking point is 
hit, by the haiinner. It is not suicient, linerely to 
ave the Striking point, close to the line of the 

stage lag. The material between the vertical 
leg and the striking point must be so resistant 
to storia. Eion tilat, it Will ino, and When the 
striking point is hit. This is accomplished by 
Y: :S sharp a bond as possible at the junc 
tion of the liridge and the leg, this junction mak 
ing Sonething less than a right angle. If the 
junction is gradual, as by being a curve or a right 
angle, where the line of inpact on the striking 
point, is outside the outline of the leg, the rela 
tively gracial cirvature this produired betweein 
the striking goint, and the leg permits the mate 
riai to end easily under impact. 

he with the construction helein ce. 
3 of iiiiction getween the bridge 

lie leg is aori, and inence bending is not 
liale to take placc. 

- iii) (3re, the shape and condition of the 
: ii). Lust, 2 Silch that wie: one strikiing point 

a the adjacent leg penetrates the 
Sipinotting $1 face, the other leg should not be 
defor; nei. With the described construction, the 
iii vertad bridg3 (ices not change its shape or 
flatten Wire: Cine striking point alone is hit, and 
hence there is, no tendency to force the struck 
leg away fro; in the strick leg. Thus, the two legs 
Teii)ain parallel with each other throughout their 
lengths regardless of whether one striking point, 
or oth Striking points are hit. It soinetimes 
haiiens that, a, Staple leg tends to nove in an 
indesire c :iirectio: when driven especially into 

ga Fardwood. With the present staple the 
irection of neetration of the legs can be 

ii isy iiitting one striking point or the 
that the position of the staple can be 

i? tie Siahie can be driven nore ac 
an With ainy other staple with which I 

I claim: 
... the method of innproving the driving quality 

of a siaple having Spaced legs connected by a 
iridge inenlier integrai with said legs, which 
in ethod consists in providing the staple with two 
driving haads located above all other parts of the 
Staple and each So close to the line of a separate 
leg that, the resistance of a leg to bending under 
in act, Cin a head is more than its resistance 
to genetration of a penetrable supporting mate 
rial, by forcing the bridge member downwardly 
between the legs and laterally toward the legs 
and causing the tops of the legs to upstand above 
the bridge member and provide the aforesaid driv 
ing heads. 

2. The method of making a staple of in proved 
diving ability having parallel legs and a bridge 
integral With aid connecting said legs, Which 
nethod consists in joining the ends of the bridge 
and legs abruptly at the inside of the legs by posi 
tioning the bridge below the ends of the legs 
where they join the bridge and forcing bridge 
naterial laterally toward the legs. 

3. The method of inaking a Staple of improved 
driving ability having legs connected integrally 
at their one ends by a bridge member, which 
method consists in bending a straight Staple wire 
into staple shape and providing a bridge member 
that is upwardly arched between the legs, and 
then inverting the arch in such manner that the 
convex side of the arch faces in the Sane direc 
tion as the free ends of the legs and the ends of 
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the arch abruptly join said one ends of the legs 
and said one ends stand above the body of the 
arch. 

4. The method of Inaking a staple of improved 
driving ability having legs connected integrally 
at their one ends by a bridge member, which 
method consists in bending a straight staple Wire 
into staple shape and providing a bridge member, 
and then forcing the body of the bridge member 
below the said one ends of the legs to position 
said one ends above the body of the bridge nem 
ber. 

5. The method of inaking a Staple of improved 
driving ability having legs connected integrally 
at their one ends by a bridge member, which 
method consists in forming the staple with the 
body Cf the bridge member arched above the legs, 
holding the staple against movement in the direc 
tions of the length of the legs, and forcing the 
body of the bridge member inwardly of the legs 
and flattening the arch and forcing the ends of 
the bridge meinber out Wardly toward the legs. 

6. The method of making a staple of improved 
driving ability having logs connected integrally 
at their one ends by a bridge member, which 
method consists in forming the Staple with the 
body of the bridge nerinber arched above the legs, 
holding the staple against movement in the direc 
tion of the length of the legs, and forcing the 
body of the bridge member inwardly of the legs 
and flattening the arch and forcing the ends of 
the bridge nember outwardly toward the legs, 
and CF, using the bridge Inenber to assurine an in 
verted arch form the length of which is not mate 
rially graater than the initial length of the bridge 
in ember. 

7. The method of Inaking a staple of improved 
driving ability having legs connected integrally 
at, their one ends by a bridge member, which 
in ethod consists in forming the staple with the 
body of the bridge renber arched above the legs, 
holding the Staple against movement, in the direc 
t;icn of the length of the legs, by confining the legs 
between rigid surfaces, and forcing the body of 
the bridge member toward the free ends of the 
legs and the ends of the bridge member outwardly 
and against said rigid surfaces and upwardly 
above the legs and providing striking heads close 
to the line of the legs and elevated above the body 
of the bridge membe). 

3. The method of making a staple of innroved 
driving ability having legs connected integrally 
3t, their one ends by a bridge member, which 
method consists in forming the staple with the 
body of the bridge member arched above the legs, 
holding the staple against Ingverent in the direc 
tion of the length of the legs and forcing the body 
of the bridge inerniber toward the free ends of the 
legs and the ends of the bridge menber outwardly 
and upwardly above the legs and providing strik 
ing heads close to the line of the legs and elevated 
above the body of the bridge member. 

9. A Staple forined of a single length of wire 
bent into approximately U-shape providing two 
Substantially parallel legs pointed at their one 
ends and connected integrally at their other ends 
by a bridge of lesser length than a leg, the wire 
at the juncture of the bridge and the legs being 
abruptly bent inwardly of the legs providing driv 
ing heads substantially over the legs and upstand 
ing above the intervening parts of the bridge, the 
driving heads being close together and shaped and 
adapted to be struck Simultaneously by an ordi 
nary halainer, each leg-point being in a line per 
pendicular to the driving plane of the heads and 
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passing through the aSSociated driving head, and 
the legs being substantially parallel to and lying 
in Said lines. 

10. A staple having two substantially parallel 
legs pointed at their one ends and connected in 
tegrally at their opposite ends by a bridge of lesser 
length than a leg, the staple at the bridge-end 
thereof having driving heads substantially over 
the legs and upstanding above the intervening 

5 

5 
parts of the bridge, the driving heads being close 
together and shaped and adapted to be struck 
simultaneously by an ordinary hammer, each leg 
point being in a line perpendicular to the driving 
plane of the heads and passing through the as 
sociated driving head, and the legs being sub 
stantially parallel to and lying in Said lines. 

TALMAT. GREENWOOD, 


